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microstyle in turkish the name inspector - the name inspector is pleased to report that the turkish translation
of microstyle has been published by bzd yayincilik it actually happened a while ago but only recently came to his
attention, zillow the name inspector - as a denizen of the emerald city the name inspector has been intrigued
by the meteoric rise of the online real estate service zillow and has speculated on the origins of their name those
speculations though enjoyable have turned out to be pointless because it says right there on their website how
they came up with the name zillow is a blend or to be old fashioned and french about it a, future language
atomic rockets - adjectives in english absolutely have to be in this order opinion size age shape colour origin
material purpose noun so you can have a lovely little old rectangular green french silver whittling knife but if you
mess with that word order in the slightest you ll sound like a maniac
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